The turtles are coming to life, getting out their tails and high hats. Well, have a good time; and live up to your dignity as seniors and juniors. None of you should act like the sophomore of yesterday's Bulletin with sophomoreitis.

Be sure to show the Grotto to your guest. Our Lady will enjoy meeting her, Catholic or non-Catholic. She's the mother of them all. Don't bother to apologize for the scars on the Dome where the gold-leaf has peeled. Our Lady doesn't mind them as long as no scars deface the souls of her sons (or daughters) here or on week-ends. She has a real sense of values. She knows what scars are really ugly.

...To the (anonymous, by desire) member of the class of '15, claimed to be "the greatest class ever graduated," for his donation of $150.00 to the Bulletin with an encouraging note: "I hope to do more for this most worthy cause. Nothing has done more for me in my everyday life with its problems." The money will be used to supply pamphlets to the army camps under the direction of Bishop O'Hara and the M.D.S.C.F.D.L. 

...To the N.D. Student Commission For Decent Literature for placing racks in hotels and stations in South Bend for the free distribution of Catholic literature, used magazines and new pamphlets...To Greg Rice (who runs monotonously and just broke the world's indoor 2-mile record) for his stand against indecent literature and for supporting the National Organization for Decent Literature. Before he would allow a certain weekly of national circulation to do a feature article on him, he checked up with Bishop Noll's N.O.D.L. to determine whether that weekly was on the banned list. It wasn't at that time, at least...To the Detroit Club for volunteering to send the Bulletin to an N.D. graduate of '39, now in the Army. He wished to have the Bulletin sent to him by his old campus club, which is sleeping on its past reputation for big dances and Communion breakfasts...To the Senior Class for its dance-profit donation of $11.00 toward Father Woodward's Mass-Kit, which is on display at the Press Exhibit.

Hitler Does Some Good.

A reviewer in the New York Times Book Review recently, perhaps naturally, asked Somerset Maugham, the writer, "Do you, Mr. Maugham, have any moral standards?" "Just now I have," he said. "In fact, I am quite hot on moral standards, just now." And the reason? The reason is that France fell "not because of rotten politicians, but because the people of France were morally confused; they had no moral standards. I hate to talk this way," he continued, "I hate to preach, but I truly and honestly and warmly believe that we can defeat Hitler only if we keep our standards very high."

PRAYERS: I'll, friend of Paul McConnell (Cav.). Six special intentions.  

DR. HAAS OF PHYSICS DEPT. DIED THIS MORNING AT 5:00 A.M. IN CHICAGO. PRAY FOR HIM! 

Dillon Mass 7:20 Friday at request of Faculty Club. Special Bulletin later.